Mock Code Training Kit For Areas That Use/Have An Frx AED: INSTRUCTIONS

**You will need a TRAINER AED and a CPR mannequin**

If the Mannequin has metal studs, placing the pads over them will complete the electrical connection. Sometimes the trainer pads are worn and you will need to sandwich them together for the trainer to recognize a connection.

Make sure the AED is a TRAINER DO NOT USE YOUR REGULAR AED

If the mannequin does not have metal studs, open the panel behind the pads and you'll find a metal strip. Tape it to the chest as shown and this will complete the connection when the pads are placed. Or, sandwich them together.

Remember to have the participants actually place the pads on the chest so that skill is built into “hand memory”. If you need to remove the pads to sandwich them, do so after the pads are on the patient.